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March 30, 1993

93-94

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
JORNS PRESENTS STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
CHARLESTON, IL--In his first "State of the University"
address today (March 30), Eastern Illinois University President
David Jorns shared with faculty, staff, students and the university community his image of the university: "Eastern is, to me,
the very essence of an American university ... It doesn't take long
to see that our students are satisfied, our alumns are loyal, our
faculty is excellent and the service extended by our staff is
dedicated and beyond the call of duty."
He added, "Eastern is unique. This is an institution which
offers many of the qualities of an expensive private education,
yet maintains the great tradition of access we associate with
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public higher education."

Jorns commented that the university must make a concentrated
effort to continue developing lasting associations with its
50,000 alumni . This can be accomplished in part by expanding
alumni chapters across the state and nation and keeping alumni
informed about university activities through an alumni publication, he said .
on a more serious note, Jorns outlined the current financial
needs of the university.

"We are facing a budget shortage of

roughly $1.2 million due to the fact that our mandated wage
increase, small though it was, exceeded anything we could hope to
receive from our beleaguered state government."
To address the budget shortfall, Jorns indicated that
through a voting process, Eastern's Committee on Planning and
Budget identified several areas ·to be considered for reallocation
for a total savings of roughly $1.6 million, some of which will
be used to restore equipment and materials.
Among these, Jorns said, were a reduction in the number of
colleges, a reduction in the number of civil service positions,
an increase in student fees, a reduction in the amount of appropriated money spent on intercollegiate athletics and a number of
other items.

Basic to the process was that there would be no

layoffs and academic departments and programs would not be
affected.
He emphasized, "Because we need the money by July 1, these
decisions we have made must be implemented rapidly."
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Critical to this process, he said, is careful strategic
planning which will allow the university to make the most of its
resources and emphasize its best qualities, he said.
Earlier this year, Jorns outlined a three-step planning
process, which included making immediate budget reallocations and
revising Eastern's mission statement.

He reported that the

process of rewriting the university's mission is nearly completed.
Jorns told the audience, "For us to plan successfully, and
for Eastern to govern itself in the most effective manner possible, we must be committed to shared governance.

In the simplest

terms this means that it is in your best interest to participate
in the elections for our various governance groups because I will
always come to them for advice and counsel about how the university should be run . "
In conclusion, Jorns emphasized his personal commitment to
multiculturism. "We are a multicultural society and we will
become more so as the years progress.

This university needs more

people of color--and I intend that we shall have them."
He also shared his concept about where Eastern fits into the
community.

"Eastern is a part of Charleston, and Charleston

depends on Eastern and we should make the most of it.

I think it

is the obligation of the city to provide the best environment
possible for our students.

But, by the same token, it is the

university's obligation to be a good citizen of this community-to enhance it, cherish it and contribute in every way possible
for its success."
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Jorns commented, "I have no idea how the current proposal for
reorganizing higher education in Illinois will turn out.

But, I

do know that Eastern is a unique institution; we deliver, and we
will continue to do so no matter what."
Following his remarks, Jorns invited questions and comments
from the audience.
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